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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing number of students studying in universities globally, the need for effective and timely 
safety measures has become more critical. This study aims to provide a high tech monitoring system that 
can help universities realize the security they need. The main functions are mask detection. Among them, 
mask detection is mainly used to determine if students are wearing the right masks. This paper also carried 
out algorithm provinciation for two kinds of detection. In the mask detection function, YOLOV4-Tiny model 
is used, and SPP is added and improved on this basis and replace the feature enhancement network with the 
path aggregation network (PAN). After the experiment, the accuracy was improved, Precision (P) and Recall 
(R) increase by 1,61 % and 4,14 %.and the response speed of mask detection was improved(The FPS reached 
98,67) too. It greatly improves the efficiency of the system and provides security for students.
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RESUMEN

Debido al creciente número de estudiantes que estudian en universidades de todo el mundo, la necesidad 
de medidas de seguridad efectivas y oportunas se ha vuelto más crítica. Este estudio tiene como objetivo 
proporcionar un sistema de monitoreo de alta tecnología que pueda ayudar a las universidades a obtener la 
seguridad que necesitan. Las funciones principales son la detección de máscaras. Entre ellos, la detección 
de mascarillas se utiliza principalmente para determinar si los estudiantes están usando las mascarillas 
adecuadas. En este trabajo también se llevó a cabo la provinciación algorítmica para dos tipos de detección. 
En la función de detección de máscaras, se utiliza el modelo YOLOV4-Tiny y, sobre esta base, se agrega y 
mejora SPP. Y reemplace la red de mejora de características por la red de agregación de rutas (PAN). Después 
del experimento, se mejoró la precisión, la precisión (P) y la recuperación (R) aumentaron en un 1,61 % y un 
4,14 % y también se mejoró la velocidad de respuesta de la detección de máscaras (el FPS alcanzó 98,67). 
Mejora en gran medida la eficiencia del sistema y proporciona seguridad a los estudiantes.

Palabras clave: Seguridad del Campus; Reconocimiento de Máscaras; YOLO; SPP; PAN.
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INTRODUCTION
The safety of the people is a vital indicator of a country’s political power. A country’s development, including 

its military, scientific, and technological capabilities, should be focused on ensuring the happiness and safety 
of its citizens. According to a Chinese statesman and modern thinker named Qichao, a strong youth can make 
a country great.

To ensure the safety of its citizens, the government should prioritize the protection of the youth. One of the 
most important factors that young people consider when it comes to choosing a university is the availability of 
high-quality education. In 2021, China’s university graduates reached 9 million, which is an increase of about 
350 000 from the previous year.

The number of university students worldwide is 125 million. Since there are so many people on campuses 
and in the country, ensuring their safety has become a major concern. Teachers continue to value issues such 
as campus fire prevention, thievery prevention, bullying prevention, and psychological safety for students.

Due to the increasing number of students, the safety management procedures have become more complex. 
Traditional methods of addressing these issues have not been able to fully prevent accidents.

Although the use of manpower can prevent an accident from happening, it is also difficult to solve it in a 
quick manner.

Society has shifted away from relying on human labor. Instead, it now believes that technology can replace 
human labor. However, while technology can be useful in solving problems, it can also be very limiting when it 
comes to handling them. This is why it is important that the combination of technology and human is used to 
protect students’ lives.

The goal of this study is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the various advantages of combining 
technology and manpower in order to address the issue of campus security.

Problem Background
In the past few years, various universities and colleges have started using video monitoring equipment. 

However, this type of equipment is only used for investigations and cannot prevent accidents.
 It’s a huge manpower investment for schools because they can’t have security guards standing in front of 

every surveillance device 24/7. To ensure a good teaching and research atmosphere in universities, especially 
to ensure a good public security environment, it is necessary to establish a comprehensive security prevention 
system on university campuses.(1) Various companies and individuals are working to provide solutions to the 
issues that arise due to the development of AI. 

 For example, in the case of COVID-19 since 2019, the campus needs to detect key areas such as libraries, 
cafeterias and other areas for any violation of Covid-19 protocols.(2) 

An academic in India worked to build a reliable system to detect specific areas on campus, using object 
detectors such as:(3) YOLOv3, SSD(4) and the Mobile Net architecture(5) to detect violations and provide accurate 
results. 

Through the use of a camera, the system can transmit information about the danger to the security personnel 
and the general console. However, this method can be very inefficient as many of these incidents happen on an 
emergency basis, which can prevent the police and security personnel from properly monitoring the situation. 
It is important that the system’s response speed and accuracy are improved to protect the students.

Fast and accurate judgment depends on the accurate identification of risk warning modes for college 
students’ safety prevention, including the construction and integration of functional modules such as data 
collection systems, information analysis and prediction systems, and decision alarm systems.(6) This paper 
will mainly focus on two kinds of campus safety precautions, mask detection and boundary detection. Among 
them, mask detection can effectively help students prevent the epidemic, and boundary detection can prevent 
students from approaching the dangerous area.

Mask detection is developed based on object detection technology. The rapid emergence and evolution 
of deep learning have changed the way object detection is done.(7) The conventional method now involves 
extracting features. There are two main types of extraction algorithms.

One-stage object detection is a type of algorithm that uses a neural network to identify and classify objects 
in images. It is very fast and can meet the system’s requirements for real-time detection.(8) However, its 
accuracy is still not as good as it should be. Currently, most popular algorithms are the YOLOv3tiny, YOLOv4, 
YoloV4-Tiny, and SSD.(9)

Another type of algorithm is the two-stage object detection. It first makes a set of candidate regions that 
are likely to contain objects, then it categorizes them, and finally performs a bounding box regression. Some 
of the popular algorithms include R-CNN(10), Faster R-CNN.(11)

Although both of these algorithms can successfully detect the target, they have distinct processes that make 
them different. One-stage detection is fast, but it can’t provide the accuracy that it should. On the other hand, 
the two-stage method has a high recall rate and accuracy, but its response time is slow, which is unsuitable for 
real-time monitoring.
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The goal of this project is to develop a one-stage algorithm that can accurately detect objects in images. 
Unfortunately, the general framework for object detection is not suitable for various applications. For instance, 
its model parameters and computation amount are too large.(12)

Accuracy of mask detection
The first points are the accuracy rate of mask detection is too low, which will lead to false positives or 

missed positives of the system.If the alarm is not accurately reported, the safety of students will not be 
guaranteed. So how to maintain a high accuracy is a problem that needs to be studied.

There are two problems in the accuracy of mask detection, the first one is what kind of feature extraction 
algorithms is used(one stage or two stage). Considering that this project is monitored in real time on campus, 
one stage is more suitable. However, although one stage feature extraction algorithms has a high response 
speed, in general, in order to meet the fixed-size input limit of the convolutional neural network classifier, the 
input image can be cropped, scaled and other operations, but this will often distort the image.

Researchers are working on improving the accuracy of feature extraction methods by ensuring that they can 
provide the fastest response time. Cabani et al.(13) proposed a large-scale mask detection dataset containing 
130 000 images,  but the image targets and background of people in this dataset are relatively simple, and the 
coverage of realistic scenes is seriously insufficient. Wang et al.(14)  proposed a Real-World Masked FaceDataset 
(RMFD), but the scene coverage of the dataset was still insufficient, and more importantly, the open data 
annotation was not perfect. It is difficult to apply directly to the testing duties of   the mouth mask. By 
combining transfer learning and Retina-Net network, Deng t al.(15) made the AP value of the trained model under 
the verification set 86,45 %

By using YOLOv3 and YCrCb methods, Xiao et al.(16) made the mAP of face mask detection reach 89,04 %. 
Wang et al.(17) proposed a YOLOv4-based lightweight network with better mAP by 3,3 and 4,9 percentage points. 
Although the above algorithm has achieved lightweight, there is still a relatively large room for improvement 
in detection accuracy. In the face mask wearing detection in crowded public places such as stations and 
shopping malls with more complex scenes, difficulties brought by small targets and occladed targets need to be 
overcome, which requires higher accuracy of the algorithm.

In the research of improved algorithm model, the main focus is on three solutions. The first is to add SPP 
modules, Cao et al.(18) introduces SPP to improve the algorithm. SPP(Spatial Pyramid Pooling)(19) can process 
input images of any size or proportion to generate fixed-scale feature representation, and has good robustness 
to the size and shape changes of input images. However, the improvement of feature representation and 
accuracy is not obvious enough.

The second is to add attention mechanisms(20) which are derived from the way the human brain processes 
visual information. When observing a target object, human beings are used to first roughly observe the overall 
characteristics of the object, and then observe the significant features of the object, find out the symbolic 
memory points to deepen the impression of the object, and focus on this area to obtain more detailed 
information. Because of its powerful and effective representation, it has been widely used in deep learning, 
especially in deep high-performance networks.(21)

The last way is improve feature enhancement network(22) deep in a neural network’s layers, the more abstract 
elements of the image can be extracted. However, with the deepening of the network layer, after multiple 
convolution, the feature of the detection target may be weakened and disappeared, and the feature cannot be 
well characterized. Zhu et al.(23) proposed to change the FPN of YOLOv4-tiny into a path convergence network 
(PAN) as a feature enhancement network.In the feature fusion strategy of PAN, features from different scales 
are fused with each other and repeatedly enhanced, making full use of the detailed information extracted by 
the backbone network, which greatly improves the expression ability of the predictive feature layer to the 
target.

System response speed of mask detection
The second points are the system response speed. At present, the mainstream practice is to use lightweight 

human object detection based on yolov3,(24) which can more quickly identify whether to wear masks and other 
issues. But there are still delays. Wang(25) introduced a spatial pyramid structure in YOLOv3 that can be used 
to mask detection tasks. This method led to a slight improvement in FPS and mAP indicators. The algorithm’s 
background is fairly simple, which makes it hard to expand to complex tasks. Also, the real-time response time 
is not ideal.YOLOv4-tiny, published by Wang et al.(26) achieves 42,0 %  detection accuracy at 443FPS (onGe-
ForceRTX 2080Ti) real-time detection on the COCO dataset.(27) If the accuracy rate can be improved to the 
standard level on the basis of this algorithm, it will be more suitable for this project. Another reason for limiting 
reaction time is the transmission speed of the system.(28) Even if cloud processing is adopted, transmission speed 
will affect the upper limit of system response speed.
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Literature review 
Mask detection

On March 11, 2020, the WHO announced that COVID-19 has turned into a pandemic. It has affected over 80 
000 individuals in 114 different nations.(29) To ensure the safety of students on campus, the campus security 
system should strengthen the monitoring of students wearing masks.

Classification through deep neural networks is regarded as the most accurate method. They can perform 
better than other techniques in terms of both loss functions and accuracy. Ashwan et al.(30) in his paper, he 
experimented with deep learning neural networks to verify whether to wear a mask. Recorded the precission, 
the specific data is shown below figure 1.

Figure 1. Precission

YOLOv4-tiny
The YOLO V4-TINY is a lighter variant of the YOLO V4, but it delivers faster response times at the expense 

of accuracy. The figure shows the network structure figure 2. The feature extraction network is CSPDarknet53-
tiny, which consists of two CBLS (Conv2D-BN-Leaky-ReLU) and three CSPblocks. CSPBlock doubles the number 
of gradient paths by splitting and merging strategies across phases, to reducing the computational cost of the 
model. First, FPN has two inputs, Feat1 and Feat2. Feat1 is Conv convolved to produce an output P1, and then 
convolved and upsampled to produce a second output P2. The two outputs are convolved a little to produce 
two YOLO Head prediction feature layers.

The YOLO v4-tiny FPN module is very simple to use, making it ideal for real-time monitoring. However, 
due to its oversimplicity, it also has some shortcomings. First, the overall receptive field of the network is not 
strong, and the feature fusion and extraction are insufficient, which makes it difficult to adapt to the task of 
detecting small targets and occluded objects in complex scenes.

Based on the above, YOLOv4-tiny, due to its lightweight model, has fast response speed and high relative 
accuracy. Compared with other algorithms, YOLOV4- TINY is more suitable for small and repetitive scenes such 
as campus data.

Figure 2. YOLO V4-TINY Network Structure
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Spatial Pyramid Pooling
Due to the complexity of the classification process, it is usually recommended to use clipping or distortion 

after the convolution layer has been processed. However, in this way, it is easy for the algorithm to lose 
important information. Therefore, the Spatial Pyramid Pooling (SPP) module is introduced in this paper, which 
can pool and fuse the feature layers extracted at multiple scales and obtain the output of fixed size. The 
specific structure is shown in the figure.

The processing steps are as follows figure 3: the input feature layer is first processed by three convolution 
processes, and then by three pooling layers for maximum pooling processing. The output of any size can 
be produced by adjusting the scale, and the use is flexible. The purpose of the SPP module is to increase 
the network’s receptive field, which enables it to accept and output images of any size. It also has a good 
degree of robustness to the distortion of objects, extracts the information of the network feature layer more 
comprehensively and effectively, and learns the features of multi-scale targets.

Figure 3. Space pyramid pool

METHOD

Principle of YOLO v4-tiny algorithm
The YOLO V4-TINY is a lightweight variant of the YOLO v4. It offers a faster response while reducing accuracy. 

The feature extraction network is CSPDarknet53-tiny, which consists of two CBLS (Conv2D-BN-Leaky-ReLU) and 
three CSPblocks. CSPBlock doubles the number of gradient paths by splitting and merging strategies across 
phases, to reducing the computational cost of the model. First, FPN has two inputs, Feat1 and Feat2. Feat1 is 
Conv convolved to produce an output P1, and then convolved and upsampled to produce a second output P2. 
The two outputs are convolved a little to produce two YOLO Head prediction feature layers.

Mask detection -accuracy
Improving Space pyramid pool

Inspired by SPP, this paper optimizes SPP accordingly, and the improved SPP is shown in the figure figure 3. 
In this case, three pooling layers, each with a step size of 5 × 5, 9 × 9 and 13 × 13, were used to maximize their 
input features. The three local features of the different scales were also obtained. The network’s detection 
accuracy is enhanced by stacking the various local features with the global input features. A richer feature 
table is also created to help improve the network’s performance.

Figure 4. Improved Space pyramid pool

https://doi.org/10.56294/sctconf2024937
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Feature enhancement network PAN
The YOLO V4-tiny’s feature information fusion is carried out by FPN, and this method leads to low receptive 

field and poor performance when dealing with complex scenes. The paper presents the use of the PAN as the 
enhancement network. The figure shows the structure of this network.

Figure 5. PAN

There are two feature input layers in the figure, F1 is from the backbone network and F2 is from the SPP 
module. F2, as a bottom-up fusion path input, needs to undergo convolution and Upsampling processing, then 
is stacked with F1, and is convolved three times again without getting the first output. Similarly, F1, after 
convolution and Down sampling, is stacked with F2 and convolved three more times to get a second output. 
In this strategy, because the features from different scales are repeatedly enhanced and fused, the feature 
information is fully utilized, so that the expression ability of the prediction layer to the target is greatly 
enhanced.

Evaluation index
The performance evaluation indexes adopted by the training network in this experiment are mainly mAP 

(Mean Average Precision), Precision (P) and Recall (R), which are calculated by the following formula. In this 
paper, to detect the target face-mask wearing a mask, TP (True Positive) represents the number  of faces 
wearing a mask correctly identified by the mask wearing detection algorithm as face-mask. The FP stands for 
False Positive. It shows the number of faces that the algorithm for detecting masks incorrectly identifies as 
having masks. The value of FN indicates the number of faces whose masks are recognized by the algorithm as 
the face without masks. The average accuracy of all categories is the average accuracy mAP.

Figure 6. Algorithm

RESULTS 

Mask recognition
A mask recognition system uses a combination of video cameras and cameras to collect images of a person’s 

face. It then performs various face recognition techniques by automatically detecting and tracking the faces 
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in the captured images. The process of mask recognition involves defining various key points figure 7 and 
identifying the mask position in the image or video. It then calculates the position of the point in the matrix. 
This information can be used to distinguish the mask from the others.

Figure 7. Key Points

After identifying the individual who is not wearing a mask and sending their image to the cloud center, a 
notification will be sent to the students reminding them of this requirement. This method can minimize the 
number of attempts to identify people using masks, and it can also help students know if they are not wearing one.

Experimental Design
The first experiment is mask recognition, which mainly identifies three conditions. With mask, without mask, 

and mask wear incorrect. And record the response time and accuracy. A total of ten pictures were used to verify 
the experiment. Here’s a gallery of images and the results.

After identifying that the mask is not worn or is not correctly worn, the image data of six people need to be 
sent to the cloud center, and face recognition is carried out, and then SMS reminder, during this period, SMS 
reminder function is running normally.

Mask Recognition
The table compares the FPS and mAP indicators of different target detection algorithms, such as YOLOv4-

tiny and the proposed algorithm. For face targets and face targets wearing masks, the R and P values of the 
proposed algorithm reach 95,32 % and 90,21 %, respectively, which increase by 1,61 % and 4,14 % compared with 
YOLOv4-tiny, achieving higher detection accuracy. Due to the introduction of SPP enhanced feature extraction 
network, the network size increases and the speed is slightly lower than YOLOV4-TINY, but it is still faster than 
other algorithms.

Figure 8. Before recognition

https://doi.org/10.56294/sctconf2024937
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Figure 9. After recognition

Table 1. Mask recognition Result

Num True situation Precision Accuracy Response

1 Without 1,0 Right Fast

2 Without 1,0 Right Fast

3 With mask 1,0 Right Fast

4 With mask 1,0 Right Fast

5 With mask 0,99 Right Fast

6 Without 1,0 Right Fast

7 Without 1,0 Right Fast

8 Incorrect 1,0 Right Fast

9 Incorrect 1,0 Right Fast

10 Incorrect 1,0 Right Fast

Table 2. Mask Recognition efficiency

Algorithm R (%) P(%) mAP(%)  FPS SSD-512

 89,34 85,38 73,19 19,36

YOLOV4 94,25 89,39 95,5 22,5

YOLOV3 92,38 87,02 85,85 17,35

YOLOV4-TINY 93,71 86,07 93,6 112,34

Our Algorithm 95,32 90,21 95,7 98,67

DISCUSSION
The experimental results of mask detection show that the precision of the correct wearing of the mask 

should be improved, but because it does not affect the main function of the system (will not miss the alarm), 
the impact is not important.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a method that uses a one-stage Deep Learning algorithm to prevent the spread of the 

disease on campus. By adding and strengthening SPP and PAN modules, the YOLOV4-TINY algorithm is more 
suitable for this project. Although some speed is sacrificed, the accuracy is improved within the standard 
range. In the later work, part of the speed will be restored without increasing the hardware requirements while 
ensuring this accuracy.
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